Error enhancement properties of data processing algorithms in elementary particle physics measurements are discussed. It is argued that a systematic use of continuous weights instead of hard cuts may reduce errors of the results at the cost of a marginal increase of computer resources needed.
At the two previous workshops of this series I discussed a new theoretical scheme for describing multijet structure of hadron events at high energies. Some of the first versions presented then proved to be too crude and were not included into the published talks [1] , [2] . However, a rather complete -and, hopefully, reasonably final -account of the theory has been made public in [3] , [4] . The theory of [3] , [4] is based, among other things, on some simple arguments about error-enhancement properties of data processing algorithms in high energy physics experiments. Those arguments are by no means limited to jet-related problems and deserve to be clarified in a broader perspective. In fact, they seem to be worth to have in view when processing data in any elementary particle physics experiments where cuts with respect to a parameter are routinely employed for event selection and, on the other hand, numerical quality of results is at stake (precision measurements and low-signal situations). On the other hand, a clear understanding of those arguments seems to be essential for a smooth and correct transition to the use of the formalism of C-algebra in jet-related problems. This is what I would like to discuss in the present talk.
C-algebra. An overview 1
C-algebra 2 is a convenient label to refer to the new formalism for measuring multijet structure (what can be roughly described as 'jet counting') [4] . It concerns the processing of data obtained from calorimetric detector installations of high energy physics where, instead of individual hadrons produced in an event, one focuses on narrowly collimated sprays of hadrons (jets). The conventional methods are based on the so-called jet definition algorithms, which work as follows: where p i are the 4-momenta of the particles in the final state while Q j are the 4-momenta of the resulting jets. In other words, the input of a jet algorithm is an event P as seen by the calorimetric detector 3 while the output Q consists of the jets' 4-momenta (it is convenient to call Q jet pattern of the event 4 ). While the event P may have O(100) particles, a majority of events have only a few jets. Therefore, the jet pattern Q has typically much fewer 4-momenta than the original event P and can be studied much easier.
'To study multijet structure' means to compute various characteristics like the fraction of events with a given number of jets in a given reaction; the distributions of invariant masses of multijet substates; etc. Needless to say the jet pattern Q depends on how one defines jets. There is no unique criterion for that (the so-called problem of ambiguities of jet algorithms; cf. e.g. [12] ). This results in systematic errors which may be so large as to limit the expected precision of results. For instance, the results of Monte Carlo modeling of the top mass measurements at the LHC [13] indicate that the dominant source of systematic errors will be the ambiguities of jet definition.
The formalism of C-algebra is intended as a replacement for the procedures based on jet definition algorithms in situations when the ambiguities of the latter are non-negligible. Let me first briefly explain (i) what the C-algebra is; (ii) what sort of restrictions went into its construction.
What is the C-algebra? The C-algebra proper consists of:
• A family of shape observables of a special form (the so-called C-correlators) that form a sort of basis for the C-algebra. Among the C-correlators, the so-called jet-number discriminators [3] play a special role. Other examples of C-correlators are the energy, invariant mass, transverse energy of a multiparticle (sub) state.
• A few rules to construct new observables that, by definition, also belong to the C-algebra (which means they possess some nice properties described below). The least trivial rule is the spectral construction that allows one to write down observables that measure mass spectra of multijet substates and other similar quantities.
• A few rules to translate properties of multijet structure from the language of jets into the language of C-algebra. For instance, instead of the n-jet fractions used in the conventional approach, here we talk about average values of the jet-number discriminators (which also form a sequence J m m , , , , f
The value of the m-th jet number discriminator J P m ( ) is naturally interpreted as a "weight" of the tm-jet component in the event P. One can also write down formulas that have the same physical meaning (and roughly the same numerical content 5 ) as, say, the invariant mass distribution of 3-jet substates. As the examples given in [4] demonstrate, the expressive power of C-algebra is sufficient for expressing physics in situations of practical interest.
• Computational methods for extracting the values of the C-observables from data. They exploit the properties of the observables from C-algebra. The most important one is probably the so-called optimal preclustering [15] , [4] which is similar to the conventional recombination algorithms but whose criterion is fixed uniquely by the requirement of minimizing the approximation errors due to replacement of particles of the exact final state by pseudoparticles (protojets). But other tricks (expansion in energies of soft particles [4] ) also deserve attention.
I emphasize that the observables from the C-algebra are defined directly in terms of the unprocessed event (the l.h.s. of 1.1) rather than in terms of the jet pattern (the r.h.s. of 1.1). Yet by construction, the qualitative content of the C-observables is the same as that of the conventional observables defined via jets. Jet algorithms retain the role of an approximation trick with a well-defined criterion, namely, the numerical quality of the resulting approximation. The approximation error is proportional to y cut (the jet resolution parameter of the conventional algorithms). Then what is known as ambiguities of jet algorithms becomes an unavoidable ambiguity of an approximation and is eliminated by letting y cut o 0 . To do this one needs more computing power; but by the time, say, the LHC begins operation the computing power will become many times cheaper so the problem mentioned in [13] can be expected to be alleviated.
The considerations that went into the construction of C-algebra are as follows [4] :
• Optimal stability of the observables with respect to data errors [1] . "Optimal" means that for a given physical feature one attempts to construct an observable that is least sensitive to data errors and statistical fluctuations.
• Compatibility with quantum field theory. The latter simply means that the observables one uses should conform to the general structure of QFT because the latter is the most fundamental mechanics of elementary particles. At a practical level such a conformance would mean more precise and systematic theoretical predictions.
The QFT aspect of the C-algebra is discussed by N.A.Sveshnikov at this workshop [14] . I would like to concentrate on the first aspect.
The mapping described by 1.1 can be regarded as a function f ( ) P on final states P whose mathematical structure (the mathematical nature of its values) is rather complex. As a first step, consider the following question: how large are variations of the values of such a function given variations of its argument? Indeed, the event P is never seen precisely, there are always measurement errors. Which functions f ( ) P are least sensitive to such errors? Ref. [4] contains a systematic answer to this question. Briefly, the answer is that the functions f ( ) P should be continuous in a special sense. Indeed, since at high energies the number of particles on the l.h.s. of 1.1 is not limited, the mathematical space of the events P should be regarded as infinitely dimensional, and in infinitely dimensional spaces many radically non-equivalent continuities are possible. The one that corresponds to minimizing the effect of detector errors in calorimetric experiments is determined uniquely by the 'kinematical' structure of such detectors and was called C-continuity [1]- [4] . It turns out that the C-correlators that form the basis of the C-algebra are exactly the simplest C-continuous functions while the rules of C-algebra for constructing new observables are chosen such as to preserve the property of C-continuity.
It should be emphasized that the restriction of C-continuity is a very general one and concerns only sensitivity to data errors, and the rather tight "axiomatic" construction of C-algebra in [4] with all assumptions explicitly stated, is intended to ensure that no physics is lost when one uses the C-algebra to describe the multijet structure. (What one does loose by restricting to C-continuous observables is errors and the naive visual simplicity of the jet pattern.)
To put it shortly, the formalism of C-algebra is a precise mathematical expression at a "syntactic" level of an essentially physical requirement of optimal stability of measurements with respect to errors always present in the data from real-world finite-precision detectors.
One-dimensional toy model 2
Let us concentrate on the requirement of stability of measurements with respect to errors in a most general context. Namely, it will be seen that it is advantageous to always use continuos observables (regularized cuts) instead of hard cuts habitually employed by experimentalists for event selection. "Always" means practically in all high-precision/low signal situations unless the additional cost of data processing is clearly prohibitive.
In addition to the stability with respect to data errors discussed in [4] I would like to point out that the continuity of observables reduces also the purely statistical fluctuations due to limitation of a finite event sample. This will be discussed in Sec. 4 .
Suppose one deals with a collection of events P corresponding to a quantum reaction, and one classifies those events according to one number which therefore represents the event. Then the continuum of events can be represented by a segment of the real axis which for simplicity can be taken to be [ , ] 0 1 .
The events are produced with a (unknown) probability measure S( ) P determined by the amplitudes of the process (S-matrix elements squared). Each observable f is defined by a function on the events, f ( ) P . The average value of the observable, f is the integral of f ( ) P against the measure S( )
2.1
In practice one deals with a finite selection of events
Such a replacement results in an error which we will refer to as statistical error and consider in Sec.4. The other kind of error is due to the fact that the position of each event P on the real axis is known with an error (such errors are referred to here as data errors). This means that instead of events P i we deal with distorted events P i 0 , where the parameter H describes the size of the data errors. Therefore, the expression one deals with in the final respect is as follows:
2.3
We wish to study how the properties of f affect the difference between the exact value 2.1 and the measured value 2.3. Before we proceed it is useful to note that there are two different cases one should have in view. In practice they never occur in a pure form but it is useful to understand them separately: (i) The first case is when one selects events that fall, say, above the cut P cut , and counts the number of events thus selected. Presumably the events thus selected carry some physical fea-ture one wishes to study (e.g., events corresponding to a production of a new particle may predominantly occur at P above the cut). The resulting observable is expressed by the integral In this case one deals with a hard cut represented by a discontinuous step function.
(ii) The other case is when the observable is a smooth function. "Smooth" implies that
2.6
Note that the latter property is violated for 2.5 because infinitesimal variations of the argument P around the cut P cut result in oscillations of the value f ( ) P between 0 and 1.
Stability with respect to data errors 3
Let us consider the effect of data errors on the observable f . The difference between the cases (i) and (ii) can be shown as follows:
H H

3.1
We have chosen f to be piece-wise linear, with the non-constant part placed around the position of the step in the left figure. Thus the weight in the right figure can be regarded as a regularization of the hard cut in the left one. This can also be referred to as regularized cut. The interval of the linear interpolation in the right figure is the regularization interval.
The qualitative difference of the two pictures 3.1 translates into a difference between how the measurement errors from many events accumulate when the integration is performed. The key point here is that measurement errors for different events are independent, so it is the corresponding V 2 that are added rather than V (should the latter be true, the discontinuity would have played no role). As a result, the integral error is quite different in the two cases.
For simplicity suppose S( )P const , so that the generated events are distributed more or less uniformly. Then the measurement errors for events that occur close to the cut (their fraction is O( ) H ) will induce fluctuations of order O( ) 1 for the value of 4 cut ( ) P because of the discontinuity. Then the variance of the error induced in the result is
The integral error for the case (ii) is due to events P for which f ( ) P is computed with errors due to errors in their position on the horizontal axis. Obviously, these are the events that fall into the regularization interval. The fraction of such events is O r ( ) . The net effect is that the resulting error interval in the regularized case is suppressed as compared with the hard cut case by
A conclusion is that the slower the variation of the observable over the entire continuum of the events, the smaller is the effect of the data errors.
Stability with respect to statistical fluctuations 4
This issue has not been addressed in [4] but it is quite remarkable that the statistical fluctuations are also suppressed in the case of regularized cuts. (Here we neglect the data errors for simplicity.) This is seen as follows. The variance of the result is, roughly,
Plot the integrand for the cases shown in 3.1:
4.2
One can see from the right figure that the integrand in the regularized case takes a parabolic dip around the step of the non-regularized case. So the regularization cuts out a chunk (the hatched region in the right figure) from the variance as compared with the hard cut. Note that the resulting suppression factor is independent of N for large N; cf. how N enters 4.1. This effect may sometimes turn out more important numerically than the suppression of data errors discussed in the preceding Sec.3.
"Physical meaning" of regularized cuts 5
From the point of view of errors it is clear that regularizing the cuts results in a suppression of both statistical errors due to finite event samples and the errors induced by errors in the unprocessed data. Many people would, however, ask about physical meaning of the regulariza-tion of cuts. The answer to such a question 6 is that however much or little physical meaning regularized cuts may have, hard cuts have even less of it in the first place. Indeed, there is no intrinsic boundary in the continuum of events that separates, say, the events due to top decay from QCD background. At a crude (qualitative) level both hard and regularized cuts work roughly the same. When one starts worrying about errors of the results, the physical focus shifts to the issue of quality of measurements, and a regularization becomes obligatory.
One can also say that various observables one uses represent the vision mechanism with which to observe nature; then the regularization of cuts is a fine tuning of that mechanism which is necessary in high-precision/low-signal situations.
One may also interpret a regularized cut as a weight of the corresponding physical feature in a given event 7 . Then summation over all events yields the total weight of the feature in the entire event sample. Or the weight can be thought of as a measure of difference of the event from (or its similarity to) some "exemplar events" that are chosen as perfect representatives of the feature one wishes to quantify. Then summing over all events yields the average "distance" of the event sample from the exemplar events.
Uses of regularizations 6
The jet-number discriminators and the C-algebra defined and studied in [4] are rather sophisticated examples of how one can construct regularized weights describing various jetsrelated physical features. I would like to emphasize here that in many situations one simply needs to perform a cut with respect to one parameter. Then it would be sufficient to regularize the cut using a weight of the form shown in the right figure 3.1. Let us briefly discuss this.
First recall that the exact position of hard cut is chosen to maximize the signal/background ratio. One sees that regularization introduces an additional parameter -the width of the regularization interval which is also determined from the same condition. It is perfectly clear that an additional parameter cannot make the situation worse because the case of hard cut is restored for r o 0 . Clearly the situations when the optimum is reached for r 0 are exceptional. In general the signal/noise ratio is maximized for some r !0.
Of course, both theoretical calculations and the processing of data should be performed with the same cut. Note also that matching theoretical predictions with data for high-precision extraction of parameters would require a closer interaction of theorists and experimentalists.
A generalization to the case of more than one parameter with respect to which to perform a cut is straightforward. Consider e.g. the procedure described in [16] where a techniques of neural networks was used to determine an optimal position of a curvilinear cut in the 2-dimensional parameter space. It is interesting to note that, on the one hand, a regularization can be applied to curvilinear cuts as well as to the cuts with respect to each of the two parameters. On the other hand, the use of regularization should reduce (and sometimes eliminate) the need in complex cuts especially when the regularization region is wide enough because then the results are less sensitive to the details of the cut's geometry.
For the sake of illustration I would like to point out that regularization can be applied to cuts used in the conventional jet definition algorithms. For instance, a standard definition of the jet cone corresponds to using a step function that is equal to 1 within the cone and 0 outside. One can regularize it by replacing it with a continuous weight (that linearly interpolates between 0 and 1 with respect to the angular distance from the jet center, in an interval around what would normally be the jet's radius). Then if a particle happens to be in the regularization region, only its fraction (proportional to the corresponding weight value) is to be included into the jet. This trick alone would somewhat stabilize the "ambiguities" (=instabilities) of jet algorithms and reduce sensitivity of their results to details of jet definition.
A still better way, of course, is to systematically use the formalism of C-algebra. Another point worth bearing in mind is that a cut is a ubiquitous concept in experimental data acquisition systems. Clearly, a regularization of those cuts may be also useful. The simplest way to achieve this is at the off-line stage of data processing. Then each event that is close to the cut should be taken with a weight. 8 
Splines instead of bins 7
A more complex example of a regularization of cuts concerns computation of various distributions of events with respect to one or more parameters. Indeed, a conventional approach is to split the parameter's interval of variation into several subintervals (bins), to compute the value of the parameter for each event, and to put the event into the corresponding bin. One thus obtains a histogram (or a Lego plot if two parameters are involved).
Such a procedure is equivalent to using a sequence of hard cuts. In view of the above discussion of cuts' regularization, an obvious way to improve upon it is to regularize each of the cuts involved. This can be achieved using linear splines instead of bins as described in [4] .
Concerning the version given in [4] , a remark is in order. In [4] , the distributions are generated not for events as such but rather for quantities that are computed from the events. In particular, each event is processed in such a way (involving integrations over spheres) that it results in many "units of weight" scattered over the interval of variation of the parameter. The simpler scheme outlined below deals directly with the distribution of events, without assuming an intermediate step as in [4] . However, some details of mathematical interpretation discussed in [4] (esp. sec.15) are not repeated here.
Let s denote the parameter with respect to which one wishes to compute the distribution of events. Suppose for simplicity it varies in the unit interval [ , ] 0 1 . Denote the exact distribution as U( ) s . We assume here that U( ) s is a continuous function. This is always the case when one computes a distribution directly from events. Consider the following continuous function:
where the sequence h N converges to the G-function (concrete examples are given below):
7.2
8 A fancier way that requires a modification of the data acquisition system might be to compute the weight online prior to the selection. Then the event is selected for writing to tapes with a probability depending on (e.g. equal to) the computed weight (because contributions of the "marginal" events would be suppressed by the weight anyway). This might allow one to probe a somewhat broader region in the continuum of all events without increasing the number of events stored to tapes. ( ) by the total number of events. The above reinterpretation of the standard scheme makes it obvious how it should be modified to incorporate regularization. It is sufficient to replace the above discontinuous h N with a "regularized" one (which should also satisfy 7.2). The simplest choice is as follows: 
7.6
After the loop is completed, one normalizes the array r s N i ( ) by the total number of events. Let us now turn to the important issue of the optimal choice of the regularization parameter N (or, equivalently, 's ). Note that this problem is analogous to that of choosing the width of the regularizing interval r in Secs. 2-4. First of all, one can simply apply the same criteria to choose N as used in the case of the bintype scheme (irrespective of whether or not they are scientifically justified). However, there are more specific considerations to take into account.
Because ( ) once for sufficiently large N (e.g. corresponding to 's» the uncertainty in s e due to data errors); the chosen N should allow a sufficient number of divisions by 2 to allow as many foldings as desired. Performing foldings one may be able to determine an optimal value for N. One could use higher order splines (corresponding to using smoother weights than the piecewise-linear ones considered above) in a similar manner to achieve an even better control of errors. The necessary modifications of formulas are straightforward.
Discussion 8
Psychologically, it is important to explain why regularized weights are rarely considered in standard treatments of statistical methods. First, neither the effects of data errors in the above sense nor precision measurements play a noticeable role in standard applications from which mathematical statistics evolved (such as demography). Second, there is a certain inertia of thought due to the fact that the conventional Kolmogorov axiomatics of the theory of probability is based on the old-fashioned theory of measure with measures defined as additive functions on subsets (the measure of a subset is the same as the integral of the function that takes the value 1 on the subset and 0 outside it).
On the other hand, the construction of C-algebra is based on the modern functional-analytic approach (cf. [17] ) in which a measure is first defined as an integral of continuous functions (e.g. via the Riemann sums) and then extended to other functions (e.g. discontinuous functions such as characteristic functions of subsets) via continuity. The two variants of the theory of measure are largely equivalent: the definitions of one become theorems of the other and vice versa. However, the two approaches differ appreciably in the heuristic aspect and lead one to consider different problems. Note that the functional-analytic approach is more immediately relevant to the subject of calorimetric measurements.
school [18] ). The problems dealt with above can actually be regarded as rather simple special cases of the more general mathematical problems considered by Tikhonov et al.
It is clear that the regularization of cuts is a useful option in high-precision statistical measurements and deserves to be studied and used in a systematic manner whenever appropriate (which seems to include practically all precision measurements in high energy physics).
